Alteration of DNA supercoiling serves as a trigger of short-term cold shock repressed genes of *E. coli*
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ABSTRACT

Cold shock adaptability is a key survival skill of gut bacteria of warm-blooded animals. *Escherichia coli* cold shock responses are controlled by a complex multi-gene, timely-ordered transcriptional program. We investigated its underlying mechanisms. Having identified short-term, cold shock repressed genes, we show that their responsiveness is unrelated to their transcription factors or global regulators, while their single-cell protein numbers’ variability increases after cold shock. We hypothesized that some cold shock repressed genes could be triggered by high propensity for transcription locking due to changes in DNA supercoiling (likely due to DNA relaxation caused by an overall reduction in negative supercoiling). Concomitantly, we found that nearly half of cold shock repressed genes are also highly responsive to gyrase inhibition (albeit most genes responsive to gyrase inhibition are not cold shock responsive). Further, their response strengths to cold shock and gyrase inhibition correlate. Meanwhile, under cold shock, nucleoid density increases, and gyrases and nucleoid become more colocalized. Moreover, the cellular energy decreases, which may hinder positive supercoils resolution. Overall, we conclude that sensitivity to diminished negative supercoiling is a core feature of *E. coli*’s short-term, cold shock transcriptional program, and could be used to regulate the temperature sensitivity of synthetic circuits.

INTRODUCTION

*Escherichia coli* is widely found in the gut of warm-blooded animals in all natural habitats. It usually propagates to new hosts when the original host excretes (or perishes) (1). For this, it becomes airborne until encountering new hosts. Thus, it will face (sometimes extreme) temperature downshifts. To cope with these, it has evolved a complex transcriptional program involving many genes (2,3). Their responses are likely subject to regulatory mechanisms yet to be decoded, which are responsible for the implementation of physiological changes that enhance the chances of survival.

As other prokaryotes under cold shock, *E. coli* halts cell division and undergoes an ‘acclimation phase’, during which changes occur at a multi-scale level, from heterogeneous changes in the kinetics of transcription (4,5) and translation (1,6–9), up to a decrease in membrane fluidity (10,11) and increase cytoplasmic viscosity (12,13).

Measurements of transcriptomes at non-optimal temperatures revealed broad responses by specific gene cohorts (14,15). During cold shock, a small gene cohort has a fast, transient response, another has a long-term response, while most other genes (including essential genes) remain stable (14). This diversity of single-gene responses may be explained by the likely existence of multiple causes for their alterations in expression rates during cold shock. For example, studies using synthetic gene constructs suggest that temperature can affect the kinetics of rate-limiting steps in transcription initiation, such as the closed and open complex formations (4), and such effects can differ between promoters (16). Other studies showed that temperature affects chromosomal DNA compaction (17–19), which is associated with supercoiling buildup (19,20). Changing supercoiling levels can cause genome-wide disturbances in gene expression (21–24). Other influences may be indirect,
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e.g. temperature affects energy-dependent events, such as interactions between nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs), and chromosomal DNA (25), which affect DNA topology, and thus transcription kinetics (26–28).

Changes in DNA supercoiling may be a quick, efficient means to tune gene expression during stresses, including osmotic shifts (29), oxidative stress (30) and starvation (31). Many promoters of stress-inducible genes (such as virulence genes in pathogenic bacteria) are sensitive to changes in DNA supercoiling (32,33). Thus, it is possible that temperature-dependent changes in DNA superhelical density may be responsible for the responsiveness of some cold-shock repressed genes.

In agreement, a recent study (16) tracked RNA production at the molecular level by synthetic variants of the Lac promoter. It was shown that, at low temperatures, RNA production kinetics is weaker and noisier when the gene is chromosome integrated than when it is plasmid borne (34). From mRNA measurement data, we then identified which genes are both cold shock repressed and supercoiling sensitive.

Here, we subjected E. coli cells to cold shock, identified cold shock repressed genes by RNA-seq and investigated their common features (Figure 1, step I). Also, we measured the corresponding single-cell protein expression dynamics of 30 genes identified as cold shock repressed (Figure 1, step I). From the single-cell gene expression data, we hypothesized potential regulatory mechanisms that could explain the cold shock repressed genes’ dynamics of response to cold shock. Based on those hypotheses, we performed RNA-seq following gyrase inhibition, to identify supercoiling sensitive genes (Figure 1, step II). Combining the RNA-seq data, we then identified which genes are both cold shock repressed as well as strongly supercoiling sensitive. We then investigated whether the cellular and nucleoid morphology, along with the cell energy levels during cold shock support the hypothesis that high supercoiling sensitivity provides some cold shock repressed genes with their enhanced short-term response to cold shock (Figure 1, step III). Finally, we proposed models that account realistically for the short-term response dynamics of cold shock repressed genes due to high supercoiling sensitivity (Figure 1, step IV). In the end, we discuss potential applications of this underlying mechanism of being repressed during cold shock. Finally, all abbreviations and symbols used in this study are listed in Supplementary Table S1.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains, growth conditions, and gene expression measurements

We used E. coli K-12 MG1655 for RNA and protein measurements, since it is the control strain of the YFP fusion library (Supplementary Table S2) (34). From a glycerol stock (at −80°C), cells were streaked on LB agar plates and incubated at 37°C overnight. The next day, a single colony was picked from the plate, inoculated in fresh LB medium supplemented with antibiotics (34 µg/ml chloramphenicol for YFP tagged strains) and incubated at 30°C overnight with shaking at 250 RPM. Overnight culture cells were then diluted into fresh M9 media, supplemented with 0.4% glucose, amino acids, and vitamin solutions, until reaching 0.03 OD₆₀₀ (optical density at 600 nm measured by Ultrospec 10, Amersham biosciences, UK) and allowed to grow at 30°C with aeration until reaching the mid-exponential phase of growth (OD₆₀₀ of 0.3). At this moment, the temperature was downshifted (Innova® 40 incubator, New Brunswick Scientific, USA) and cells were incubated for another 180 min. Cold shock conditions are imposed by placing cells at 10–15°C (14). Culture temperatures were monitored using a thermometer.

For measurements under gyrase inhibition, we added the antibiotic novobiocin (50 µg/ml) when cells reached an OD₆₀₀ ∼0.3. We do not expect this concentration to affect the cell division rate. Specifically, the cells contain the acrA gene (35), whose main function is to protect against hydrophobic inhibitors, such as novobiocin, by pumping them out of the cell (35,36). In agreement, the growth rate relative to the control only decreased for 200 µg/ml or higher concentrations of novobiocin (Supplementary Figure S1).

To measure RpoS, we used a MGmCherry (rpoS:mCherry) strain (kind gift from James Locke (37)), where the rpoS gene codes for σ³⁸, which is endogenously tagged with mCherry.

For intracellular ATP measurements, we used the QUEEN 2m, a kind gift from Hiromi Imamura (38) (Supplementary Table S2 for details). For measurements under energy depletion, we added 100 µM 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP) when cells reached an OD₆₀₀ ∼0.3, without affecting the growth.

We measured RNA and protein expression levels by RNA-seq (Supplementary Section I) and by flow cytometry (Supplementary Section II), respectively. We used pulse width data from flow-cytometry as a proxy for cell size (39–41), required to estimate protein concentrations. We verified these results using microscopy data and image analysis (Supplementary Section III).

Nucleoid visualization by DAPI

To study the effect of cold shock on nucleoid size, cells were fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) for 30 min at room temperature, followed by washing with PBS to remove excess formaldehyde. The pellets were suspended in PBS, and DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) (2 µg/ml) was added to the suspension to stain the nucleoid. After incubating for 20 min in the dark, cells were centrifuged and washed twice with PBS to remove excess DAPI. Cells were then re-suspended in PBS and 3 µl of these cells were placed on a 1% agarose gel pad for microscopy (42). Segmentation of nucleoids to extract their size and location in the cells from microscopy images is described Supplementary Section III.

Cellular ATP levels

QUEEN-2m cells (Supplementary Table S2) were grown as described in Methods Section Bacterial strains, growth conditions, and gene expression measurements. We tracked ATP...
Figure 1. Workflow illustration. (I) Identification of short-term cold shock repressed (CSR) genes from RNA-seq in optimal and cold shock conditions. We also performed flow cytometry of protein levels of 30 cold shock repressed genes using a YFP fusion library (34). (II) Identification of strongly supercoiling sensitive genes by RNA-seq following gyrase inhibition by novobiocin, followed by an assessment of the correlation between the genes' responses to both novobiocin and cold shock. (III) Measurements of biophysical parameters to estimate cell energy (ATP), morphology, and the engagement of gyrase and RNAP with the nucleoid. (IV) Schematic illustration of cold shock repressed genes behaviour and corresponding kinetic model in optimal and cold shock conditions. In optimal conditions the global state of the DNA is negatively supercoiled (20,115). During cold shock, the promoters' locking propensity increases, due to DNA relaxation (i.e. reduced overall negative DNA supercoiling), likely caused by reduced topoisomerases' efficiency, particularly gyrase. The signs ‘−’ and ‘+’ represent local, negative and positive supercoiling, respectively. Created with BioRender.com.
ments), we first studied physiological and morphological effects. Once at 15°C or lower temperatures, cells no longer divided (Figure 2A). Nevertheless, these cells are not likely to be shifting to stationary growth, since RpoS concentrations remain low (Supplementary Figure S4) (50,51) (Methods Section Bacterial strains, growth conditions, and gene expression measurements), when compared to cells in optimal conditions and to cells in the stationary growth phase (Figure 2B). Meanwhile, their size was not affected, according to microscopy (Supplementary Figure S5) and flow cytometry (Figure 2C and Supplementary Section II) data.

Next, we examined potential short-term effects of cold shock on the concentrations of the master regulators of transcription, since if they change, it could influence the dynamics of cold shock repressed genes (not to be confused with global TF regulators in Supplementary Table S4). In detail, we observed RNA polymerase (RNAP) by tracking a YFP tagged β subunit, which is the product of the rpoB gene (Supplementary Table S2). We also observed the two subunits of gyrase (GyrA and GyrB) and topoisomerases I and III (TopA and TopB, respectively) using a YFP fusion library (34), since they respond to (52,53) and are the master regulators of DNA supercoiling levels (54,55). As such, they heterogeneously influence transcription at a genome-wide level. Further, evidence suggests that the efficiency of gyrase and other topoisomerases is temperature sensitive (16,31,56).

Neither of these master regulators showed concentration changes during 80 min after cold shock (Figure 2D), while the RNA-seq measurements reported below (Section Identification of short-term cold shock repressed genes) to identify cold shock repressed genes were performed 20 min after cold shock. As such, short-term cold shock responsiveness, is not expected to be activated by changes in the concentrations of these master transcription regulators.

Identification of short-term cold shock repressed genes

We performed RNA-seq measurements (Supplementary Section I) at 0, 20, 80 and 180 min after shifting temperature to 15°C and under optimal (control) temperature (Methods Section Bacterial strains, growth conditions, and gene expression measurements).

We classified single-gene responses to cold shock as ‘short-term’ when they occur prior to influence from direct input TFs (including global TF regulators). As such, based on cell doubling times (Figure 2A) and known rates of transcription and translation in E. coli (see e.g. (34,57)) we expect changes in RNA numbers 20 min after cold shock to be short-term, while subsequent changes at 80 and 180 min are here classified as being mid-term and long-term changes, respectively. Thus, to identify short-term cold shock repressed genes, we obtained the RNA $\log_2$ fold changes (LFC$_{CS}$) at 20 min after shifting to cold shock. We also obtained control LFCs (LFC$_{CTRL}$) after the same time interval when not shifting temperature. In both, the LFCs were calculated relative to RNA levels right before applying cold shock (here named the ‘0 min’ condition).

We classified a gene as ‘cold shock repressed’ when its LFC$_{CS}$ <0 (with P-value < 0.05), provided that its corresponding LFC$_{CTRL}$ ≥0 (with P-value < 0.05), since this enhances the chance that the repression at cold shock was due to the cold shock. We found that 381 genes (Supplementary File X2) respected these conditions. Meanwhile, the YFP fusion library (34) allows measuring the protein levels of 124 of them. From these 124, we selected genes that: (i) have high expression under optimal conditions reported in (34) (to enhance the changes for fluorescence values higher than the cell background fluorescence) and; (ii) LFC$_{CS} < -0.23$, i.e. their RNA levels were reduced by 15% or more, relative to the same RNA in the control condition, to ensure significant downregulation during cold shock at the protein level. We found that 30 of the 124 genes respected these conditions. Thus, we selected them for single-cell fluorescence measurements in the control and cold shock conditions. Finally, we selected 6 of these 30 genes and additionally collected single-cell, time-lapse flow cytometry data on their dynamics. Taken together, their expression levels cover the state space of protein expression levels of the 30 cold shock repressed genes. This filtering process is illustrated in Supplementary Figure S6.

Ontology and evolutionary fitness of short-term cold shock repressed genes

We investigated the ontology (58,59) of cold shock repressed genes to identify the most affected biological processes. From an over-representation test (Supplementary Section IV), we compared the number of cold shock repressed genes related to specific biological processes (quantified by the fold enrichment) with the expected number, given genome-wide numbers.

The significantly over-represented biological processes are listed in Supplementary Table S5. Visibly, of 30 major biological processes in E. coli considered in gene ontology studies (58,59), cold shock repressed genes are mainly associated with metabolism and response to external stimulus (Supplementary Figure S7, Supplementary File X3). This agrees with reports that genes involved in metabolism are commonly affected during cold shock, which reduces growth rate and the rate of glycolysis (3,60,61).

Next, we studied the evolutionary fitness of the repressed genes (Supplementary Section V). Interestingly, while their average fitness is the same as expected by chance, their fitness variability is smaller than in same-sized cohorts of randomly selected genes (Figure 3A). This is not because they are over-represented in two functional groups, since the fitness variability of random cohorts with the same distribution of gene functions (164 genes related to metabolism, 41 genes responsive to stimulus, 36 genes in both groups, and 140 with other functions) also have statistically distinguishable fitness variability from cold shock repressed genes. Given that the fitness is positively correlated to the evolutionary conservation (Supplementary Section V), we hypothesize that their evolutionary ages are likely to be more similar than expected by chance as is the fitness.

Short-term responses of cold shock repressed genes cannot be explained by transcription factor interactions, AT richness or closely spaced promoters

We investigated the potential influences on cold shock responsiveness from TFs, promoter AT richness, and closely
First, we studied if the RNA-seq data on genes’ LFC responses to cold shock (Supplementary Section I) could be explained by the LFCs of their input TFs. Regulon DB (47) informs on 4435 TF interactions between the 4328 genes reported in our RNA-seq data. Of these, 733 TF interactions have, as output, a cold shock repressed gene (Supplementary File X2). We searched for correlations between the short-term |LFC| of cold shock repressed and non-cold shock repressed genes coding for a TF (input) and the |LFC_{CSL}| (mid- and long-term) of output genes of the TF. These time lags between the short-term and the mid- and long-term measurements (60 and 160 min, respectively) should suffice to account for the average time taken by TF proteins to be translated, assembled, matured, and/or degraded (62–64), following the increase or decrease in the numbers of RNAs that code them.

From (Supplementary Figure S8 and Supplementary Table S6), neither the mid- nor the long-term responses of cold shock repressed genes (at 80 and 180 min after cold shock, respectively) correlate with the short-term changes (at 20 min after cold shock) in their input TFs. Even when considering only global TF regulators (Supplementary Table S4), we did not find correlations (Supplementary Figure S9 and Supplementary Table S7). Nevertheless, there is evidence of information propagation in the TF network during cold shock (grey line in Supplementary Figure S8). On
average, changes in non-cold shock repressed genes correlated with changes in their input TFs in cold shock and optimal temperatures (Supplementary Figures S8A and B and P-values in Supplementary Table S8). As such, the lack of correlation is characteristic of cold shock repressed genes.

Second, we considered that AT-rich promoters are more strongly expressed than GC-rich promoters in optimal conditions (65). Meanwhile, genes here classified as cold shock repressed are (necessarily) strongly expressing in optimal conditions (verified in Supplementary Figure S10A, and in agreement with (34)). Thus, potentially, cold shock repressed genes could have AT-rich promoters. We confronted the levels of AT richness (Supplementary Section VI) of promoter sequences with their short-term responses to cold shock (Supplementary Figure S10B). While there is a genome-wide correlation, when considering only cold shock repressed genes we do not find a correlation (Supplementary Figure S10B inset). Thus, AT richness is not likely involved in short-term responsiveness to cold shock.

Finally, we considered closely spaced promoters (reported in RegulonDB (47)). For convergent and divergent promoters, we searched for pairs of promoters in opposite strands, separated by <1500 nucleotides and without other transcription start sites, terminator sequences, or genes in between their transcription start sites. In tandem promoters, they are searched for using the same conditions, but imposing that they are located in the same DNA strand. Of the 4328 genes in the RNA-seq data following cold shock, 285 are controlled by two closely spaced promoters, based on these conditions. Of these, only 34 genes are cold shock repressed (by random chance it would be 24). Again, this is not statistically significant (Fisher test P-value > 0.05).
Short-term responses of cold shock repressed genes can be partially explained by operon organization and by (p)ppGpp sensitivity

Genes in the same operon commonly exhibit co-expression (66,67). Meanwhile, of the 381 cold shock repressed genes, 169 are not in operon structures (according to RegulonDB (47)), while the remaining 212 are organized in a total of 111 operons (Figure 3B). We found that the LFCDi of pairs of cold shock repressed genes in the same operon are correlated, both in optimal conditions as well as in cold shock (Figures 3C and D).

To determine if this correlation is due to being in the same operon, we defined a null model with the same distribution of numbers of cold shock repressed genes per operon as in E. coli (Figure 3B), but whose genes forming each ‘pair’ are randomly selected. The random pairs show no correlation in FLFCl values (Figures 3C and D). Thus, the operons’ organization affects which genes are cold shock repressed, i.e. some are cold shock repressed because they are located downstream to a cold shock repressed gene in the same operon.

Nevertheless, there are 60 operons with only one cold shock repressed gene (Figure 3B). Thus, for a gene to be cold shock repressed, it does not suffice to be downstream from a cold shock repressed gene in an operon.

Finally, given a report that (p)ppGpp levels change and assist in cellular adaptation during cold shock (68), we considered the potential role of (p)ppGpp sensitivity during cold shock. Out of 1224 genes reported to be (p)ppGpp sensitive (1161 are present in our RNA-seq data) (69) and of 381 genes reported here to be cold shock repressed, we found that 147 genes combine both features. This is higher than expected by random chance. Specifically, the odds of a cold shock repressed gene to be (p)ppGpp sensitive is 1.82 (Fisher’s exact test). Therefore, cold shock repressed genes have more chances of being (p)ppGpp sensitive than non-cold shock repressed genes. Nevertheless, the relatively small number of (p)ppGpp sensitive genes that are also cold shock repressed (compared to 381) confirms that this feature does not suffice for a gene to be cold shock repressed. The numbers of genes with the above features, along with the numbers of genes accumulating more than one feature are shown in the Venn diagram in Supplementary Figure S11A.

The scaling between noise and mean of single-cell cold shock repressed protein numbers is temperature dependent

Given that the short-term response of cold shock repressed genes was uncorrelated with their input TFs dynamics, it is more likely that individual gene features were responsible for their repression during cold shock. We expect that, by repressing gene expression at the transcription level, these temperature-dependent mechanisms will affect how noise and mean expression correlate (34,70,71). To investigate this, we studied the single-cell distributions in protein numbers of 30 cold shock repressed genes (Methods Section Bacterial strains, growth conditions, and gene expression measurements, Supplementary Table S2, Supplementary File X1).

To quantify single-cell protein numbers, we first corrected the statistical moments of the distributions to account for cell auto-fluorescence (Supplementary Section VII). Then, we plotted the mean expression levels in optimal conditions against the corresponding protein numbers reported in (34) (Supplementary Figure S12). The best fitting line, from here onwards we convert protein expression levels into protein numbers using a scaling factor of 0.1.

Meanwhile, we did not find correlations between protein levels and cell size (Supplementary Figure S13A), in agreement with the lack of change in cell size with cold shock (Figure 2C and Supplementary Figure S5) implying that cell size is not affecting expression levels. Further, as expected from the mechanical coupling between transcription and translation in E. coli (72), the changes with cold shock in these 30 protein numbers correlated to the changes in the corresponding RNA numbers (Supplementary Figure S13B, Supplementary Section VIII), indicating that protein levels can be used to study the effects of regulatory mechanisms of transcription.

Finally, the robustness of the single-cell expression levels measured using the YFP-fusion library (34) was assessed. For this, we performed measurements of the expression levels of the same promoters using a promoter-fusion library instead (73). We find mean expression levels to be linearly correlated, with $R^2$ values $>0.74$, at either temperature. We conclude that the measurements using the YFP-fusion library are robust for this cohort of genes under these conditions (Supplementary Figure S14, Supplementary Section XIII).

We plotted the mean single-cell protein numbers of cold shock repressed genes, $M$, against the corresponding noise (i.e. single-cell variability), as quantified by CV$^2$, for each gene. Then, we best fitted the data by ordinary least squares (OLS) with the function (34,74):

$$CV^2 = \frac{\Omega}{M}$$

Here, $\Omega$ is a constant while $M$ is the mean number of proteins (estimated in Supplementary Figure S12). In general, $\Omega$ quantifies a signal-to-noise ratio, between the signal power, i.e. strength (here, the mean single-cell protein production rate over the degradation rate) and the power of the noise of the signal (here, the cell-to-cell variability in protein numbers, quantified by CV$^2$). Equation (1) fits well the genome-wide single-cell protein numbers of E. coli in optimal growth conditions (34). Meanwhile, we hypothesized that $\Omega$ would differ, following cold shock. Specifically, if gene expression is noisier in cold shock, $\Omega$ should be higher. Further, that difference should depend on the mechanism causing the repression of cold shock repressed genes.

From Figure 4A, the inverse proportionality between CV$^2$ and $M$, previously observed in optimal conditions (34,74,75), is valid during cold shock. However, CV$^2$ is higher for the same $M$ ( $\Omega \sim$26% higher than in optimal conditions). Meanwhile, since $\Omega$ does not change from 120 to 180 min after the cold shock, the changes likely occurred prior to 120 min following cold shock (Supplementary Figure S15).

To further investigate how $\Omega$ changed following cold shock, we measured single-cell distributions of protein lev-
Figure 4. Relationship between CV² and mean protein numbers over time, at different temperatures. Blue corresponds to cold shock conditions, while green corresponds to optimal conditions. (A) Squared coefficient of variation (CV²) versus mean protein numbers of 30 cold shock repressed genes (Supplementary file X1). Data at 120 and 180 min was merged as they did not differ (Supplementary Figure S15). We performed a 2-sample t-test to test the null hypothesis that $\Omega$ at 30°C and 15°C does not differ. The test rejected the null hypothesis ($P$-value of 0.02). (B) Box plot of relative $\Omega$ over time (set to 1 at $t = 0$ min) at ‘control’ and ‘cold shock’ temperatures (Supplementary File X1). The red line in the box is the median. The distance between the bottom and top of each box is the interquartile range. The vertical black bars are the range between the minimum and maximum value at each moment. For control and cold shock temperatures, we fit the best fitting function. An F-test on the regression model failed to reject the null hypothesis that the first order polynomial does not significantly improve the fitting compared to a 0-order polynomial ($P$-value = 0.06). The lines are the best-fit functions that maximize $R^2$.

els of six genes each 20 min for 140 min following the temperature shifts. These genes (aldA, feoA, manY, ndk, pepN, tktB) have mean protein levels that cover the state space of $M$ of the 30 cold shock repressed genes. For each time moment, we extracted the corresponding $\Omega$ that best fits the data (Figure 4B, Supplementary Figure S16). Visibly, $\Omega$ increases with time during cold shock, but not at optimal temperatures (Supplementary Figure S17). Namely, at $T \leq 15^\circ C$, 40 min after cold shock, there is a sharp increase in $\Omega$, while at $T > 15^\circ C$, $\Omega$ remains constant. In detail, for cold shock temperatures (10°C, 12°C and 15°C), the data is best fit by a sigmoid curve ($R^2 = 0.96$) of the type $\frac{L}{1 + e^{-a(x-x_0)}}$, where $L$ is the curve’s maximum value, $x_0$ is the sigmoid midpoint and $a$ is the steepness of the curve, which was set to 0.1 in order to maximize the $R^2$ (we also attempted to fit polynomials, but none fitted better). Meanwhile, for the set of control temperatures, we fitted the data with a first order polynomial. The fitting of the first order polynomial did not significantly improve in comparison with the zero-order polynomial fitting ($P$-value of 0.06).

Overall, we suggest that, as cold shock is applied, a step emerges in transcription that is responsible for the strong repression of cold shock repressed genes, which not only reduces expression levels of cold shock repressed genes, but it also increases the scaling factor between noise and mean of protein numbers.

Finally, from (34), most protein number distributions in optimal conditions are well described by a $\Gamma$ distribution. Given this, Equation (1) is valid, and the skewness ($S$) can also be written as a function of $M$ (derivation in Supplementary Section XIV.a) as follows:

$$S = \frac{2}{\sqrt{M}} \cdot \sqrt{\Omega}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Given the $\Omega$ values above, we estimated the skewness using Equation (2) and compared to the empirical skewness values in cold shock and control conditions (Figure 5A and B). We find that the two correlate linearly (see also Supplementary Figure S18), above the noise floor, which was estimated using the data in Figure 4A (Supplementary Figure S19, Supplementary Section XV, Supplementary Table S9). This suggests that the effects of cold shock propagate up to the third moment of the single-cell distribution of protein numbers.

**An ON–OFF model can explain the short-term dynamics of cold shock repressed genes**

From past studies (34), in general, transcription in optimal conditions can be well modeled as a one-step process (reaction (1.1) in Figure 6A). Using reaction (1.1) along with reactions for translation (reaction (2) in Figure 6A) and for RNA and protein decay due to degradation and dilution in cell division (reactions (3) and (4) in Figure 6A, respectively), one can model the approximate dynamics of RNA and protein numbers of a standard gene of *E. coli* (34). Assuming this model, we derived an analytical solution for $\Omega$ (Supplementary Section XIV.b and XVI):

$$\Omega = 1 + \frac{k_2}{\lambda_1 + \lambda_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Here, $k_2$ is the translation rate and $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are the RNA and protein decay rates, respectively.

Given Equation (3), since $\lambda_1 >> \lambda_2$ (34,76), $\Omega$ would necessarily be controlled by ($k_2/\lambda_1$). However, neither $k_2$ nor $\lambda_1$ are the likely regulators of $\Omega$ when changing from the control to the cold shock condition. Specifically, first, regarding $k_2$, the response of the cold shock repressed genes occurs at the RNA level (detected 20 min after cold shock, Section Identification of short-term cold shock repressed genes), and the changes in the protein numbers of those genes during cold shock are correlated with the changes in the corresponding RNA numbers (Supplementary Figure S13B).
Figure 5. Correlation between empirical and predicted skewness (SKEW). (A) Cold shock temperatures (15°C, 12°C and 10°C). Skewness is predicted using Equation (2) and the empirical values of Ω (Section Short-term responses of cold shock repressed genes can be partially explained by operon organization and by (p)pGpp sensitivity). (B) Control temperatures (30°C, 25°C and 20°C). Meanwhile, empirical data on skewness is extracted from single-cell distributions obtained by flow cytometry (Supplementary File X1) after being corrected for background noise. Blue dashed line is the estimated lower bound (Supplementary Section XV). Grey circles are data points excluded from the fitting due to being below or crossing the noise floor.

Figure 6. Nature of the short-term cold shock responses. (A) The three models considered differ in transcription (reaction (1.1) for the one rate-limiting step model, reactions (1.2) for the two rate-limiting steps model, and reactions (1.3) for the ON–OFF model), while having the same reactions for translation and RNA and protein decay (reactions (2), (3) and (4), respectively). The inset shows the conditions that the rate constants must respect in order to impose identical mean protein numbers for each model. (B) CV² of protein numbers (relative to the one step model) from in silico predictions, assuming the parameter values in Supplementary Table S3. Vertical error bars are the SEM. (C) Scatter plots of |LFC| (NovO) after adding novobiocin (relative to a control condition, absent of novobiocin) versus the ILFC (Cold) after shifting to cold shock. The data informs on the 3915 genes (grey circles), for whom there is RNA-seq on both cold shock and novobiocin responses. The blue circles are the 367 cold shock repressed genes. As a null model, we randomized both |LFC| values of each gene (black dashed line). We also created cohorts of randomly selected, non cold shock repressed (non-CSR) genes, whose average mean LFCCS was similar to that of cold shock repressed genes (violet dots show the example results of 1 of the 1000 randomly assembled cohorts). Best fit lines obtained by OLS. We performed an F-test on the linear regression model, to test for the null hypothesis that the first order polynomial does not significantly improve the fitting compared to a zero order polynomial. If p-values < 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected, and the best fit line is a first order polynomial. (D) Flow cytometry data on the effects of novobiocin over time on Ω. Data best fit by a sigmoid, \( \frac{L}{1 + e^{-\alpha(x-x_0)}} \), where L is the maximum value, x₀ is the sigmoid midpoint, and \( \alpha \) is the curve steepness, which we set to 0.1 in order to maximize the \( R^2 \) (we also attempted to fit polynomials up to several orders, but none fitted better). Ω values obtained for each time point, by fitting the single cell data with the function CV² = Ω / M (34,74). Vertical error bars are the SEM.
Thus, the regulation of the cold shock repressed genes occurs at the transcription level. In addition, we failed to find any statistically significant differences in the ribosome binding site sequence of the RNAs coded by the cold shock repressed genes (which affects translation rates (77) and by randomly selected genes (Supplementary Figures S20 and S21 see also Supplementary Sections IX, X and XI), in what regards their Shine-Dalgarno (Supplementary Table S10) as well as their start codon sequences (Supplementary Table S11). Second, regarding $\lambda_1$, in *E. coli* the RNA degradation rates do not correlate with the RNA sequence, abundance or metabolic function (57,78,79). Thus, we do not expect that the $\lambda_1$ of cold shock repressed genes changes with cold shock in a manner that could explain their responsiveness to cold shock. Thus, a one-step model cannot explain the selection of the cold shock repressed genes in cold shock.

We therefore hypothesized that another mechanism, not present in the one-step model, ought to be responsible for the selective responsiveness of cold shock repressed genes. Such mechanism should explain the non-linear shift in the relationship between mean and noise (Figure 4B).

First, from past in *vitro* data from a synthetic promoter below 20°C (80–82), we hypothesized that cold shock could slow down the isomerization during open complex formation. This can be modeled by adding a rate-limiting step in transcription initiation (82), such as by replacing reaction 1.1 by reactions 1.2 (Figure 6A). To test this ‘two-steps’ model, we tuned it to match the one-step model in mean expression, and then compared their noise, CV² (parameter values in Supplementary Table S3). From stochastic simulations (Methods Section *Stochastic model of cold shock response*), the additional rate limiting step reduces noise (Figure 6B). However, contrary to this, $\Omega$ is higher during cold shock. Thus, we rule out this two-steps model.

Next, since $\Omega$ is higher during cold shock, based on (4,83,84), we instead hypothesized that cold shock could lock some promoters’ activity, by disturbing DNA supercoiling. As in (83), this can be modeled by an ON–OFF process of promoter activity, by replacing reaction 1.1 by reactions 1.3 (Figure 6A). From stochastic simulations, setting the same mean expression (parameter values in Supplementary Table S3), this model dynamics is noisier (higher CV², Figure 6B). Thus, an ON–OFF model could explain the increase in $\Omega$ at low temperatures.

Nevertheless, we cannot rule out the possibility that cold shock, by disturbing DNA supercoiling, can slow down the closed and/or the open complex formation, as well as increase the locking of promoter activity. This is possible provided that the combined outcome of both phenomena is the observed increase in $\Omega$. In detail, maintaining equilibrium between the accumulation and the removal of supercoils may be energetically costly, given that the removal of positive supercoils is ATP dependent (85). Therefore, cells may not be able to maintain the same DNA supercoiling levels as in optimal conditions. This more complex scenario may be more likely than what model 1.3 assumes (i.e. the locking of promoter activity alone).

Specifically, first, DNA supercoiling affects, independently, both the closed complex (86), as well as the open complex formation (87,88). Mechanistically, DNA supercoiling can alter the 3D distances between sites along the DNA, which could increase the time length of closed complex formations (86). Also, DNA supercoiling can hamper the separation of the DNA strands, increasing the time length of the open complex formation (26,89). These effects on the closed and the open complex formations could be modeled by reducing the rates of the two-rate limiting steps in model 1.2.

Meanwhile, instead of delaying the times for completion of closed and open complex formation, the changes in DNA supercoiling may require the intervention of topoisomerases to resume transcription. Increases in the number of such events and/or in the dissociation times are best modeled by the ON–OFF reactions in model 1.3, particularly due to the limited number of topoisomerases in *E. coli* (83).

Overall, to account for both effects of cold shock, one could use a model that combines the two rate-limiting steps in transcription initiation with an ON–OFF process (model 1.4 in Supplementary Figure S22).

Finally, a comprehensive kinetic model of these effects during cold shock may further require that each step during initiation is independently subject to locking. For that, one could model two independent ON–OFF processes, one associated with the closed complex formation and the other with the open complex formation (model 1.5 in Supplementary Figure S22).

Unfortunately, our data on gene expression does not suffice to distinguish between models 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5. Thus, as in (83), from here onwards, we assume model 1.3 in Figure 6A to interpret the empirical data in Figure 4.

**Response strength to cold shock is correlated with reduced levels of negative supercoiling**

We next explored the hypothesis that the short-term cold shock repression emerges from reduced negative supercoiling levels. For this, we performed RNA-seq after subjecting cells to 50 µg/ml novobiocin, which inhibits gyrase (90,91) (Methods Section *Bacterial strains, growth conditions, and gene expression measurements*) and, thus, would cause a similar effect as cold shock if the hypothesis holds true. We note that this partial inhibition of gyrase (83) may only diminish negative supercoiling, rather than accumulating positive supercoiling (Figure 1, panel IV).

From Figure 6C, the response strengths of cold shock repressed genes to novobiocin are positively correlated to their response strengths to cold shock (blue line in Figure 6C, $P$-value < 0.05), which supports the hypothesis. Further, cold shock repressed genes are more sensitive to novobiocin than other genes, which further supports that they are more supercoiling sensitive.

On the other hand, this could instead be because their original expression in the control condition was relatively high, when compared to the average gene. To test this, we compared the response strength to novobiocin of genes that are not cold shock repressed. Specifically, we selected cohorts of randomly selected non-cold shock repressed genes, with the same number of genes and the same average expression level in the optimal condition as the cold shock repressed cohort. We found that the best fitting line between their responses to cold shock and to novobiocin (Figure 6C) has a smaller slope than the line for cold shock repressed...
genes. Also, the two slopes can be statistically distinguished. We conclude that it is not their high expression level that explains why cold shock repressed genes are also supercoiling sensitive.

Finally, we confronted our results to past data on how antibiotics (novobiocin and norfloxacin) affect gene expression (24). From Supplementary Section XVII, we found a non-negligible correlation between our classification of genes as cold shock repressed, and their classification as supercoiling sensitive.

Given the above, we hypothesized that reduced negative supercoiling levels is a key underlying mechanism of the short-term transcriptional program of cold shock responsiveness. To find if cold shock repressed genes are also supercoiling sensitive, we considered the genes whose responses to cold shock were stronger. To select them, we set a threshold between weak and strong at \( LFC_{CSL} = 0.8 \) (Supplementary Figure S23) since, below it, several p-values are close to the significance level (Supplementary Section I).

Next, to investigate if genes with strong cold shock repressed also have high supercoiling sensitivity, we also needed to classify genes as having 'high' \( LFC_{NOVO} \). For this, we considered that the inclination of the best fitting lines in Figure 6C likely differ with perturbation strengths (e.g. adding more than 50 \( \mu g/ml \) novobiocin would cause stronger LFCs (84)). Since, on average, the response strength of cold shock repressed genes to 15°C was twice as strong as to 50 \( \mu g/ml \) novobiocin (for which responses were classified as strong if \( LFC_{CSL} > 0.8 \)), we classified responses of \( LFC_{NOVO} > 0.4 \) as 'strong' (and P-value < 0.05). Given this, 1215 out of 3948 genes of \( E. coli \) (~31%) were classified as having a strong response to novobiocin.

Given these classifications, of the 381 genes classified as cold shock repressed, 201 are strongly responsive to cold shock. Of these, we considered only 190, since the remaining 11 failed to obey the filtering criteria iii, in step i.e. in Supplementary Section I. Of the 190, there are 92 genes (i.e. ~48%) strongly responsive to novobiocin. That is, approximately half of the cold shock repressed genes are strongly supercoiling sensitive, which is higher than expected by random chance. Further, from Supplementary Figure S24, the more supercoiling sensitive a gene is, the more likely that it is also cold shock repressed. Thus, we conclude that high supercoiling sensitivity is at the core of the short-term, cold shock responsive transcriptional program of \( E. coli \).

However, we also find that supercoiling sensitivity is not the only means by which genes can be quickly repressed during cold shock (52% of the strong cold shock repressed genes are not strongly supercoiling sensitive). Further, while of 3948 genes of \( E. coli \), 1215 exhibited \( LFC_{NOVO} > 0.4 \) (P-value < 0.05), only 92 of these 1215 are strong cold shock repressed genes. Similarly, not all the 100 genes with highest \( LFC_{NOVO} \) are cold shock repressed. Combined, these three results suggest that being strongly supercoiling sensitive is not sufficient for being a short-term cold shock repressed gene. We thereby hypothesized that cold shock repressed genes that are strongly supercoiling sensitive have an additional feature that, combined with strong supercoiling sensitivity, makes them cold shock repressed.

Next, we investigated whether the conclusions above differ significantly when setting different thresholds for the definitions of strongly supercoiling sensitive and strongly cold shock repressed genes. We found that, for the wide range of values tested, the probability of a strongly cold shock repressed gene to be also strongly supercoiling sensitive is always above chance (Supplementary Figure S24). This suggests that our conclusions, qualitatively, are not affected by the threshold setting.

Finally, we studied whether some features, other than strong supercoiling sensitivity, could explain the genes' responsiveness to novobiocin. Specifically, we tested the potential role of transcription factor interactions (including global regulators), of closely spaced promoters, and of the sensitivity to (p)ppGpp. However, we failed to find any correlations with the responsiveness to novobiocin (Supplementary Section XVIII, Supplementary Figure S25). The numbers of genes responsive to these factors and combinations of factors are shown in Supplementary Figure S11B.

Given the above, from \textit{in vivo} single-cell, time lapse protein data (Methods Section \textbf{Bacterial strains, growth conditions, and gene expression measurements}), we studied the dynamics of the six genes used to produce Figure 4B and investigated if their cold shock responsiveness is due to their supercoiling sensitivity. In detail, if during cold shock, a rate-limiting step emerges in their dynamics (reaction (1.3) in the ON-OFF model in Figure 6A), we expect that the noise for a given mean expression level should be higher than during optimal conditions. For this, we further measured four additional cold shock repressed genes because they, in addition to pepN and ndk of the six genes, are the only ones out of the 381 cold shock repressed genes that: (i) do not have any known input TFs and, thus, even in optimal conditions, should be less influenced by the TF network of \( E. coli \); (ii) their expression levels in control conditions are above background noise, and; (iii) they are not integrated in a position of an operon structure other than the first one downstream the promoter.

Results in Supplementary Figure S26 show that, in accordance with the predictions, there is a decrease in mean protein levels during cold shock and gyrase inhibition. Only two genes, pepN and feoA, exhibit increased levels, contrary to the model, after 60 and 100 min following the addition of novobiocin, respectively. This is, potentially, due to mid- and long-term phenomena (also respectively) occurring as part of the cellular response program to cold. For example, feoA has 4 input TFs, while pepN is closely spaced to another gene, susB, in a convergent configuration. Also, susB has no transcription termination site. As such, it can perturb pepN's expression, e.g. by first repressing and then stopping doing so, when under the effects of novobiocin.

Meanwhile, \( \Omega \), following gyrase inhibition, (Figure 6D) fits well by a sigmoid, as it did when subjecting cells to cold shock (Figure 4B). The main difference between Figures 4B and 6D is that it takes less 20 min for the shift to occur following novobiocin addition. This might be due to the slowing down of metabolic events during cold.

Finally, we note that the similarity in the mean changes in \( \Omega \) is not used as criteria to support that the underlying mechanism is the same, because we tuned the novobiocin
levels to make the average strength of the perturbations similar.

The engagement between gyrase and nucleoids during cold shock

If supercoiling sensitivity is one of the triggers of genes’ responsiveness to cold shock, we expect global DNA supercoiling levels to differ in cold shock. This difference could be indirectly detected, since it should influence the nucleoid volume, given that supercoiling affects DNA compaction (17,19,92). In agreement, we observed that the nucleoid areas (used as a proxy for nucleoid volume) decreased during cold shock (Figure 7A and Methods Section Nucleoid visualization by DAPI), while the cell area remained relatively undisturbed (Figures 2C and Supplementary Figure S5B).

Meanwhile, we also observed correlated single-gene responses to cold shock and to novobiocin (Figure 6C). Thus, similarly to novobiocin, cold shock may increase the mean time to resolve (at least, but not restricted to) positive supercoils. This would result in a higher level of engagement between gyrase and the DNA, since most gyrase numbers are involved in maintaining the chromosome supercoiling level in a steady state (93). To test for increased engagement, we performed microscopy following DAPI staining of cells expressing GyrA-YFP (example cell images in Supplementary Figure S27). Next, we quantified the fluorescence from GyrA-YFP in the nucleoid region, relative to the total GyrA-YFP fluorescence in the cell (Methods Section Microscopy image analysis). We found a small, but statistically significant increase during cold shock (~6%), suggesting increased gyrase engagement with the nucleoid (Figure 7B). In detail, while the error bars of the standard deviation overlap, we conclude that the means differ because their standard errors do not overlap. In agreement, a two-sample t-test rejected the null hypothesis that the datasets are from independent random samples with equal means, with P-value < 10^-6.

Overall, these results are consistent with an enhanced difficulty, during cold shock, for topoisomerases (particularly gyrase), to maintain the global negative supercoiling at the same level as in optimal conditions. This is more accurately represented by models that incorporate an ON–OFF process, triggered by changes in DNA supercoiling, and requiring topoisomerase intervention for transcription to be resumed (Figure 6A).

For comparison, we observed RpoB-YFP (example cell images in Supplementary Figure S28). In this case, we did not find evidence for changed engagement with the DNA during cold shock, in that the relative fluorescence in the nucleoid region did not change (Figure 7C). Specifically, a two-sample t-test did not reject the null hypothesis that the datasets are from independent random samples with equal means (p-value of 0.58). This implies that the change did not occur in all DNA binding proteins. Noteworthy, in agreement with Figures 7B and C, Supplementary Figures S27 and S28 (data from optimal conditions), the RNAP cloud appears to be closer to the nucleoid(s) centre(s) than the gyrase cloud.

Other studies have measured changes in the engagement of DNA binding proteins with DNA damage (94–97) and with drugs preventing gyrase and topoisomerase IV from unbinding the DNA (93,98). Super-resolution time-lapse microscopy showed distinguished specific and non-specific bindings (with the latter being transient interactions that do not lead to catalysis). Since we are unable to distinguish between these two forms of binding, we cannot conclude if the 6% increase in gyrase engagement can cause changes in DNA supercoiling (which would require changes in specific bindings).

Cellular energy levels decrease during cold shock

Gyrase removal of positive supercoils requires ATP binding (85,99,100). Novobiocin, which we used above to inhibit gyrase activity, acts by hampering that binding (101). Given this, and since gyrase numbers did not change during cold shock (Figure 2D), a decrease in ATP levels could explain the increased difficulty in resolving positive supercoils during cold shock.

We measured ATP in the control and in cold shock conditions (Methods Section Cellular ATP levels, Supplementary Section XX). We observed that ATP levels decrease during cold shock (Supplementary Figure S2). This decrease can explain why the mean escape time from OFF states increased in cold shock, albeit gyrase numbers did not change, which supports the ON-OFF model.

To test this, we caused a similar decrease in ATP levels, by a method other than cold shock. Namely, we subjected cells to 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP), which uncouples the oxidative phosphorylation, causing ATP depletion (102). We observed increasing ATP depletion with increasing DNP concentration (Supplementary Figure S29A).

Meanwhile, we also observed that DNP affects cell growth rates when above 100 μM (Supplementary Figure S29B). To avoid changes in cell growth rates, since this can have unknown effects, we next subjected cells to 100 μM of DNP. This concentration caused an ATP depletion of 40%, which is similar to the ATP depletion of 46% during cold shock (120 min after shifted to cold shock, Supplementary Figure S2).

Interestingly, this caused changes in the Ω of cold shock repressed genes (Supplementary Figure S29C), similar to cold shock (15°C for 120 min, Supplementary Figure S16A) and to gyrase inhibition (Figure 6D). This suggests that ATP depletion during cold shock, affects gyrase activity, which affects gene expression.

Relative Ω as a function of OFF-ON rates in cold shock repressed genes

Having this, we expect cold shock to alter how Ω is regulated due to the emergence of an ON–OFF step controlling transcription. We estimated the expected ratio between values of Ω at cold and control conditions assuming ON–OFF and one-step models (Figure 6A), respectively (Supplementary Section XIV.c-e, Supplementary Table S12). From there:

$$\frac{\Omega_{CS}}{\Omega_{CTRL}} \propto \left(1 + \frac{k_1.k_2}{k_1 + k_2} \right)^2$$

(4)
Equation (4) informs how the ratio $\Omega_{\text{CS}}/\Omega_{\text{CTRL}}$ is expected to be affected by the rate constants controlling the ON–OFF steps, $k_+$ and $k_-$ (reactions 1.3 in Figure 6A), and the average transcription activity from active promoters, $k_1$ (Supplementary Section XII).

We do not expect $k_1$ to be a major regulator of this ratio, since this rate constant is present in the one-step model, which was unable to mimic the measurements. Meanwhile, of the two remaining events controlling promoter activity (reactions 1.3, Figure 6A) only promoter escape from the OFF state (regulated by $k_+$) is energy consuming (100). Thus, this event is expected to be most decelerated one during cold shock. We therefore hypothesized that $k_+$ is the most temperature sensitive parameter in Equation (4).

We therefore investigated the relationship between $k_+$ and temperature. We explored four temperature sensitive models of $k_+$ which were fitted to the empirical data from Figure 4B. Models and best fitting parameter values are shown in Supplementary Table S13, while results of the fitting are shown in Supplementary Figure S30. From the $R^2$ values, the best fitting model assumes that $k_+$ changes over time following an exponential function.

**DISCUSSION**

We identified a large number of short-term cold shock repressed genes and studied what causes their quick repression in cold shock. A few of them are likely responsive due to being in an operon with upstream cold shock repressed genes, (p)ppGpp sensitivity, etc., but the majority appears to be independently responsive to cold shock.

Interestingly, following cold shock, cold shock repressed genes rapidly decrease expression level, while their noise relative to the mean expression increases. This noise increase is consistent with the emergence of transient locking events during transcription. Since a similar phenomenon was observed following gyrase inhibition (83,84) and because we observed here that nearly half of the cold shock repressed genes are highly supercoiling sensitive, we hypothesized that their responsiveness emerges from their supercoiling sensitivity. Meanwhile, we also observed that gyrase converges to the nucleoid and that cell energy decreases during cold shock, suggesting that the number of promoters locked due to supercoiling sensitivity increases during cold shock. We therefore proposed a model of the responsiveness of cold shock repressed genes based on their temperature-dependent supercoiling sensitivity.

To our knowledge, temperature-dependent supercoiling is the first identified physical mechanism of how *E. coli* genes can be cold shock repressed. Our data suggests that it contributes to the cold shock responsiveness of, potentially, nearly half of the cold shock repressed genes. Mechanically, it may act by locking transcription initiation, which can be modelled as a ON–OFF process. Physically, this might emerge from lower negative DNA supercoiling during cold shock, which may alter the 3-dimensional distances between DNA sites and/or the unwinding of the DNA strands (86,89). These alterations may hamper the closed and/or open complex formation, until the intervention of topoisomerases. Contrary to this, the other half of cold shock repressed genes were not strongly responsive to novobiocin, suggesting that their cold shock repression cannot be solved by gyrases. This may be because their repression was mechanistically different, potentially because other transcription steps were affected (RNAP promoter escape, elongation, translation initiation, etc.). The answer could be explored by, e.g. studying how these genes respond to antibiotics (other than novobiocin) targeting different events in transcription. Their means of repression could then be incorporated in model 1.5 in Supplementary Figure S22, which includes both two rate-limiting steps as well as ON-OFF mechanisms affecting each step. Nevertheless, more complex models including other sub-processes (e.g. how ATP affects gyrase activity), may be required.

The existence of a mechanism relying on temperature-dependent supercoiling, first hypothesized in (16), opens an avenue for the engineering of synthetic, temperature sensitive and temperature resistant gene regulatory circuits, whose functioning could be tuned by the adaptive regulation of gyrase activity. Further, we expect that it will contribute to learning how the short- and long-term transcriptional programs of *E. coli* responsive to cold shock have evolved.

Meanwhile, we also found that neither all short-term cold shock repressed genes are strongly supercoiling sensitive, nor all strongly supercoiling sensitive genes are short-term
cold shock repressed. Thus, for genes to be short-term cold shock repressed due to their strong supercoiling sensitivity, they likely need an additional intrinsic feature(s). Further, in the introduction we reported that past studies suggested that DNA supercoiling can tune gene expression responses to several stresses other than cold shock (29-33). Perhaps, the combination of strong supercoiling sensitivity with another feature may be a widely used means by which cohorts of responsive genes to specific stresses operate, with the second feature differing between the stresses/cohorts.

Given this, much study is needed to identify the set of features that can make a gene cold shock repressed. Potentially, genes could be cold shock repressed by cold shock-based locking of their rate-limiting steps (103) during transcription initiation, as reported for a synthetic promoter (82). This could explain how, in 4 out of the 30 genes measured at the protein level, noise did not increase, although the mean levels decreased. Finally, it may be that, in some genes, their RNA or proteins have increased decay rates during cold shock, rather than altered production rates.

Another aspect requiring much study is how supercoiling levels percolate genes in the same operon in a manner that, while some genes downstream a cold shock repressed gene are also cold shock repressed, many are not.

From the present data alone, we cannot discern all causes for the changes in gene expression during cold shock. First, only half of the cold shock repressed genes are strongly responsive to novobiocin, thus, other causes must exist. Also, we expect cold shock to affect the activities of other, if not all, topoisomerases as well. Further, we expect their activities to not be altered similarly, since, e.g. the removal of negative supercoils is not ATP-dependent, while of positive supercoils is (85,99,100). Potentially, RNA-seq data following perturbations of the other topoisomerases (e.g. using target-specific antibiotics as well) may reveal similar changes in RNA levels to what was observed during cold shock in the same or in other cold shock repressed genes (whose response mechanisms are yet to identify). Moreover, other regulators influencing DNA relaxation, such as RNAP (27), DNA polymerase (104) and DNA binding proteins such as HU, H-NS, etc. (105), are also perturbed by cold shock (even indirectly, due to increased cytoplasm viscosity (12,13)). Overall, all these perturbations may alter the equilibrium between the removal and the accumulation of positive supercoils, causing changes in DNA relaxation.

Bacterial transcriptional programs of cold shock responsiveness are critical survival skills that indirectly affect a wide range of vital Human activities (3). Meanwhile, since in E. coli nearly half of the short-term cold shock repressed genes may rely on supercoiling sensitivity, interfering with them could allow for wide changes in bacterial cold shock response programs. As such, this may be a viable strategy with potentially great rewards.

For example, bacteria have evolved to prioritize survival and growth rates, rather than to produce components at low energetic costs. Reverting this in the transcriptional program of cold shock response of genetically modified bacteria will be of value in biotechnological applications (e.g. by making bioreactors more energy efficient). One means to silence this cold shock program could be achieved by introducing a synthetic circuit with stronger sensitivity to low temperatures, e.g. by having the component synthetic genes with high supercoiling sensitivity. Meanwhile, this could be achieved by tuning (directly or indirectly) its genes’ supercoiling sensitivity, potentially without disturbing the natural system. Means to implement this tuning may include altering the DNA location of cold shock repressed genes (106,107) and of strong gyrase binding sites (108,109). Another strategy could be to alter promoter spacer and discriminator sequences (110,111) and closely spaced promoter configurations (112) of the synthetic genes since, albeit not influencing most natural cold shock repressed genes, these mechanisms could, in theory, be used to tune (at least indirectly) the supercoiling sensitivity of some genes.

These strategies could be used to either enhance or decrease the responsiveness of genes to cold shock. The former would assist in engineering low-temperature bioreactors (e.g. used for fermentation in the dairy industry). The latter could enhance biofertilization and plant resistance to bacteria, among others (3).
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